
Is the rate of change for agriculture efficiency meeting the increase in world population 
considering the decrease in cultivatable land? Consider values such as the trend/rate of 
change in acre/hectare efficiency, loss of agricultural land, and increase in population.  
Bottom line, is technology keeping up with demand? 
 
Agriculture has always embraced and been early adopters of technology not only to increase 
yields but to make time and labor more efficient. As an example, in 1911, it took 40 hours of 
labor to produce 100 bushels of corn. In 2010 that time was reduced to 30 minutes. During the 
same 100-year span, yields for corn have soared from a bit over 20 bushels per acre to 
approaching 160 bushels. Today, even though more milk is produced overall, it now requires 
only 21% of the animals and 23% of the feed needed to produce that same amount of milk than 
in 1945.  In addition, more milk is produced using only 35% of the water and 10% of land as in 
1945.  
BUT  
One thing remains the same about agriculture today as it did 100 years ago: majority of the 
farms in the United States are family owned, and the farmers are working hard to bring the 
most affordable and healthy food from their farm to your dinner plate. 
 
As you can see, efficiency is the buzz word in agriculture which makes it no different than any 
other business or industry. These significant gains can be largely attributed to scientific 
advances in feed production and a better understanding of livestock nutrition and animal 
health. Advances in the technology of building our modern dairy barns and facilities has played 
a major role also. 
 
The one technology that has not changed in 10,000 years of agriculture is genetics. The planned 
breeding of plants and animals has afforded farmers the opportunity to use the other advances 
in technology to their full advantage. From the first sharp-eyed farmer who kept seed from a 
wheat plant that did not drop its grain to today’s mapping of the genome of dairy cattle, 
genetics have always allowed those that till the soil and herd our livestock to produce more 
food with less inputs and labor. Continued use and advances in farming technology hold the key 
to unlocking this genetic potential. 
  
Farmers take tremendous pride in implementing the advances made in crop production 
practices and the care of livestock. Much of the technology might sound scary to everyday 
consumers. They have voiced concerns about genetically modified organisms (GMO) and other 
scientific and technological advances in food production. However, these advances have 
allowed farmers to be more efficient and allow them to take better care of their animals, soil, 
and water. In return, the greatly reduced number of farmers compared to 100 years ago are 
able to keep up with today’s much higher, and mostly non-farming, population. In 1917, US 
population was 105 million while in 2017, population is up to 325 million. The percentage of the 
population engaged in agriculture has dropped from 25% in 1917 to a mere 1.5%. Technology 
changes as simple (to us) as going from horses to tractors, to complex as GPS mapping of fields 
for harvest yields, keep farming going forward with changes seemingly coming every day. Folks 



justly want to know where their food comes from and, on occasion, it might take some time to 
accept the technology that will continue to feed them. 
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